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DALLAS, TEXAS, SUNDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 27, 1963

A
- IIAT HAS }HAPPENED to Dallas?
>:a . .̂v citizens of our town, of

,oi tical persuasion, from all
are asking the sober
~dcrin ".; il .cir own fear-

, . .-r : n;_--Lt's d ;,ld.iv of naleve-
'-rl rr ;,_-ain>I Ambassador Adiai Steven-

"" n has bought senaihle Dallas to the
n"afization that "harmless ex-

tremists" can not only cause physical
harm but crate destructive havoc for
their fellow itizens-regardless of how
little aWILIal c"onnevtion the extremists
t"avo with poidwai parties or logical
c'aU4.'s-

Republwans and true conservatives
,ere Gut.c k t> banish any ties with the
:ind of -peop ;-, and the sort of thinking
:hick sink+ : this dangerous, outra-
e .vus dobacle .

What is ire solution?
1-+e rust quit preaching hate. We

.)obering Question

a

must stop spreading and believing the
ridiculous stories of suspicion and dis-
trust of our fellow Americans which
form the seeds o : uncontrolled frenzy .

And who must do this?
All of us who know that out, own

freedom to believe or to disagree 1,
based on everyone else's freedom to do
likewise.

Picketing and placarding, done in a
responsible manner, are American rights
and traditions . But deliberately disrup-
tive tactics, carried on to the point of

,physical assault, are not only undemo-
cratic but unlawful . Demonstrating
under a cloud of artificial "American-
ism" does not legitimize perverted pa-
triotism. And the right to speak freely
is accompanied by the right to listen
to what you choose .

Ambassador Stevenson and his audi-
ence tworo denied both right&

Dallas :-nds on the brink of ac-
quiring a disastrous public image which
is not only unreal but is unjust and
unfair to hundreds of thousands of citi-
zens . We must not become known as
a city of walled minds where freedom
of opinion is not tolerated. We must
not let ourselves become the butt of
national scorn.
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COMMISSION EXHIBIT NO . 2697

Dallas is not a city of extremists .
a captive of the lunatic fringe of shad-
owy politics. Those who would
so are in the minority and they m~!st
be made to realize that this is the case .

To some degree, every citizen a :
Dallas who considers himself a respon-
sible, dedicated American must accept
some blame for the situation which has
grown into the hate-spewing sight we
shuddered to see Thursday night, We
have shrugged when we should have
demanded reasonableness. We have al-
lowed baseless, savai;^, hate-motivated
n :-, = to p,~ = our ears as factual in .
formatwn .

What is Americanism? We know
what Americanism is. We were born in
it, we suckled Americaniern from bi.-ih.

And the foundation stone of rezl A.=er-
icanism is the freedorl tq ?ae,=mx ts,r--
to disbelieve ; the right to a ;air;
of view, no matter how- much it might
be coynter to someone else's .

On this foundation can be erected
all kinds of disagreement, ideas, or di-
vergent philosophies . But they must be
contested by reason and logic, not force
and the argument of brawling brawn.

Dallas is not going to capitulate to
any such doctrine of hate, .




